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Plumboferrite: New mineralogical data and atomic arrangement
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Ansrucr
Plumboferrite from the type locality at Jakobsberg, Filipstad, Sweden, has been reexamined. It occurs in assemblagesconfined to bands in metamorphic carbonate rock and
is associatedwith hematite, magnesioferrite-jacobsite-magnetite
solid solutions, lindqvistite, calcite, andradite, phlogopite, hedyphane,svabite, hematophanite,native copper, and
cuprite. Six samplesinvestigatedfall in a narrow composition range:PbO 33.9-34.6, SbrO5
0.0-0.3,FerOr62.4-63.9,MnO 0.6-1.8,TiOr 0.l-0.5, SiOr0.0-0.2,ArOr 0.0-0.1,MgO
0.1-0.4 (wetghtpercent).The mineral is moderately anisotropic and optically uniaxial (-).
Reflectancevaluesobtainedin air are 25.6-24.20/o
(470 nrn),24.5-23.5oh(546 nm),23.722.8 (589 nm), and 22.6-22.10/o
(650 nm). VHN,oo: 882 and D6. : 6.12(l) !cm'.
Single-crystalX-ray studies show that plumboferrite is hexagonal,essentiallyP6r/mmc,
with the cell dimensionsa : 5.931(l), c : 23.551(2)A, and V: 7l7 .4(2)A3 (refinedfrom
powder data). OverexposedprecessionX-ray photographs indicate the presenceof a supercell with a' : xBa : 10.27 A and c' : 3c : 70.7 A (hexagonalsetting).The structure
of plumboferrite has been refined from the 394 most signifrcant(I > 5o) X-ray reflections
with (sin d)/I < 0.81 A-'to R:3.9o/o. It has a defect magnetoplumbite-typestructure
that can be describedin terms of two basic structural units, the R and the S (spinel)blocks.
The stacking sequenceof such blocks along c is RSR'S', where ideally R : (PbrFerO,,-o)
and S : (FeuOr) for plumboferrite. The formula (with Z : 2 for the subcell) for the
investigatedmaterial approachesPbrMeorrFe,ourO,rrr,
with Me: Mn2+, Mg, rather than
PbFeoOr,which is still prevalent in the literature. The departure from stoichiometry (19
O atoms per formula unit) reflects partially occupied 03 positions in the R blocks. The
weak superlatticereflections observed(not included in the present refinements)probably
result from the ordering ofsplit Pb positions, O vacancies,or both.
IwrnooucrroN
Plumboferrite, from the Jakobsbergdeposit, Filipstad,
Viirmland, central Sweden,was first discoveredand characteized by Igelstrom (1881) as an oxide of mainly Pb
and Fe. A more detailed investigation of the mineral was
undertaken by Johansson(1928). He arrived at PbFeoO,
as the most likely composition, and it still remains the
accepted formula in mineralogical handbooks (e.g.,
Fleischer and Mandarino, l99l). Using Laue and rotation photographs,Johansson(1928) stated that the mineral was trigonal, spacegroup P312, and,calculated the
(hexagonal)cell parametersas 4 : 11.86 and c : 47.14
A from powder data. Kohn et al. (1968) performed further X-ray single-crystalstudies on plumboferrite. Their
material showed a pronounced hexagonal cell with a :
5.90 and c :23.56 A, with probablespacegroup p6r/mmc.
In addition, weak reflections indicated a rhombohedral
supercellwilh a' : l\a and c' :3c. Its relation to magi Presentaddress:Departrnent of Mineralogy, SwedishMuseum
of Natural History, Box 50007, S-104 05 Stockholm, Sweden.
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netoplumbite, ideally PbFe,rO,r, was recognized from
similarities in unit-cell geometry and composition.
In the courseofa study ofthe natural hexagonalferrites
we have reinvestigatedplumboferrite. Six samples,representativeof the plumboferrite specimensin the collections of the SwedishMuseum ofNatural History (NRM),
and including Igelstrtim's original material (NRM no. 8l:
0224), have been carefully examined.
OccunnnrtcE AND MTNERALASSEMBLAGE
The type locality of plumboferrite is one of the socalledlltngban-type Fe-Mn deposits(Moore, 1970),which
are characterized by an unusual enrichment of elements
such as Pb, Ba, As, and Sb. The ores of the small mines
of Jakobsbergconstitute separatehausmannite and magnetite-hematite bodies accompanied by characteristic
skarn masses(Magnusson, 1929). The mineralizations are
hosted by a dolomitic marble that belongsto a rock sequenceof Paleoproterozoicage,dominated by felsic metavolcanites. The supracrustalunits of the Filipstad area
have been affectedby regional metamorphism in the amphibolite facies,followed by intrusive events,in connec-
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TABLE1. Chemical composition of plumboferrite
Sample

81:0224 280186 331072 670322 920741 97776

Pbo
sb,o5
FerO.
MnO
Tio,
sio,
Alro3
Mgo
Total

34.18
0.00
63.91
1.24
0.21
0.10
0.01
0.29
99.94

Pb

2.03
0.00
10.59
0.23
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.10
18.35

sb
Fe
Mn
Ti
Si
AI
Mg

o

OxidewtcA
34.22 34.34
0.02
0.00
63.28 63.43
1.49
1.62
0.17
0.10
0.04
0.17
0.07
0.02
0.11
0.22
99.49 99.81
13 cationg
2.04
2.04
0.00
0.00
10.55 10.55
0.28
0.30
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.07
18.33 18.34

data for spinelsassociatedwith
TABLE2. Compositional
plumboferrite
Sample 81:0224 280186 331072 670322 920741 97776

34.60
0.00
63.82
0.64
0.12
0.02
0.02
0.44
99.66

33.94
0.02
62.95
1.79
0.42
0.13
0.02
0.17
99.44

33.99
0.34
62.36
1.66
0.53
0.04
0.02
0.45
99.39

2.06
0.00
10.64
0.12
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.15
18.35

2.02
0.00
10.48
0.34
0.07
0.03
0.00
0.06
18.34

2.02
0.03
10.39
0.31
0.09
0.01
0.00
0.15
18.34

tion with the Svecofennian orogeny around 1.85 Ga
(Bjtirk, 1986).
Plumboferrite is locally abundant at Jakobsbergand
occurs in oxide mineral assemblagesrestricted to bands
in granular carbonate rock. These bands are similar in
appearanceto the hausmanniteore layers,although hausmannite has not been found directly associated with
plumboferrite (Flink, I 9 l0).
The sampleswere studied in polished sectionsor polished thin sections. They generally show little mineralogical or textural variations. Plumboferrite always occurs
in intimate association with hematite and spinel sensz
lato (grain size 0.1-2.0 mm) and frequently with lindqvistite. Hematite is mainly a primary phase but also
appearsas a replacementproduct of both plumboferrite
and spinel along cracks and grain boundaries. The oxide
minerals usually display contacts toward patchesof calcite. Andradite garnet and phlogopite mica are the only
primary silicates found. Garnet occurs as equant, subhedral grains that are on average0.4 mm across, often
with inclusions of the above oxides. Mica is occasionally
subjectedto incipient chloritization. Native copper and
its alteration products (e.g.,cuprite) also frequently follow
plumboferrite. Barite and V-bearing svabite and hedyphane were detectedas subordinateconstituentsof some
of the samplesinvestigated.Hematophanite,PboFel+OrCl,
was found on one specimen(no. 280186) and has suffered
to a large extent from secondaryalteration and decomposed to goethite and hydrocerussite.
Igelstriim (1894) reported a second occurrence of
plumboferrite from the mine Sjiigruvan, 6rebro, central
Sweden. We reinvestigated the material from Sj6gruvan,
labeled by lgelstrtim, but no tracesof plumboferrite were
detected.Thus, apart from finds in oxidized mine waste
(Schnorrer-Kdhler, 1986), no occurrenceof the mineral
other than at the type locality has been verified.

ZnO
FeOFerO"
MnO
Tio,
Al2o3
MgO
Total
Jac
Mag
Mgf
F'a0010

0.11
8.36
73.43
7.74
0.00
0.00
9.38
99.02
24
25
51

Oxidewtc6
0.26
0.00
0.04
8.12
6.88
8.87
72.98 70.65 74.85
3.11
9.53 16.26
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.06
0.08
12.65
7.94
4.68
99.44 98.83 98.75
molo/"
End-member
29
27
44

52
21
26

I
24
67

0.48
8.70
71.81
12.98
0.00
0.02
5.66
99.65

0.43
7.56
73.90
8.12
0.00
0.05
9.60
99.66

41
27
31
11

25
23
51

Notei Jac : iacobsite, Mag : magnetite,Mgf : magnesioferrit€,Fra:
franklinite.
'FeF+ calculatedassumingfour O atoms per three cations.

CHrtwclt- coMP'osITroN
The chemical composition ofthe sampleswas obtained
by electron microprobe (EMP) analysis,using a Cameca
SX50 instrument maintained by Uppsala University and
operatedat 20 kV and I 2 nA. Standardsusedand spectral
lines measured have been given in an earlier paper
(Holtstam and Norrestam, 1993). The PAP correction
routine (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1984) was used for data
reduction. The number ofpoint analysesrangedfrom five
to 30 for the different samples, and average analytical
resultsare reported in Table l. The concentrationsofBa,
Zn, Cr, and Ca were at or below the detection limit in all
cases.The compositions of severalcoexistingphaseswere
also determined, and selectedanalysesofthe spinel-type
minerals are reported in Table 2. The material used by
Igelstrtim (1881) for his wet-chemical analysis of plumboferrite was africted with impurities, as indicated by a
high CaO content. More reliable data were given by Johansson(1928).
No intragranular chemical heterogeneitieswere detected on back-scatteredelectron (BSE) images of plumboferrite. The intersample compositional variations are
moderate (Table l). The ratio betweenPb and the smaller
cations appearsto be constant within the analytical uncertainty limits, estimated at +2o/o(telative) for major
oxides. Mn varies inversely with Mg, and the content of
both metals tends to increase when the Ti content increases.These correlations suggest that the substitution
mechanisms Mg'* = Mn2* and coupled (Mn,Mg)'?+ +
Tia* = 2Fe3+operatein the mineral. The role of Fe2+in
plumboferrite is unclear.Wet-chemicalanalysesshow 0.78
wto/oFeO (Johansson,1928), corresponding to anFe2+/
Fe., ratio of only 0.014. The O content of the present
samples,as estimated by chargebalance(Table l), shows
a remarkable consistency,which indicates that there exists
no large variation in the Fe2+-Fe3+ratio of plumboferrite.
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Associated spinels (Table 2) essentially belong to the
ternary system(Mg,Mn,Fe2+)FerOo.Spinel compositions
are plotted in Figure l, with the mineral assemblagesindicated. Hematite is generally close to FerO, in composition; maximum impurity contents are 0.09 wto/oMnO,
0.32 wto/oTiOr, and 0.18 wto/oMgO.
hrysrc,lr, AND oprrcAl. pRopERTrEs
Plumboferrite is black with a submetallic luster. The
streak is almost black; the reddish color reported by Igelstrilm (1881) was probably due to hematite contamination in his powder sample.The crystalshave a tabular
habit and may reach a size of l0 mm across.The dominant forms are {0001} and {l0Tl}; cleavageis perfect
parallelto (0001).
Hardness measurements,using a Shimadzu type-M
microhardness tester loaded with a 100 g weight, gave
VHN : 882 (range 824-946 for ten measurements).The
indentations were close to perfect and accompanied by
radial fractures. Criddle and Stanley (1993) report a
VHNM of 926 for plumboferrite; both data sets correspondto a Mohs hardnessof about 6.5. Igelstrom(lggl)
gave H : 5, a value obviously too low even if the anisotropy of the hardness,to be expectedfor a layer structure like that of plumboferrite, is considered.
The calculateddensity for no. 8l :0224 is 6.093(2)g/cm3
(from single-crystalrefinements) or 6.12(l) g/cm3 (from
the microprobe analysesand powder data). Johansson
(1928) reported a measured value of 6.07 g/cm3 for his
specimen.Plumboferrite is nonmagnetic; it is slowly attacked by cold hydrochloric acid, producing a yellowish
solution, but it is unafected by other common acids.
In reflected, linearly polarized light, plumboferrite is
hght gray, nonpleochroic, and only weakly bireflectant.
The mineral is opaque and lacks internal reflections and
visible twinning. Reflectancemeasurementswere made
within the yisible spectrum, using a Zeiss MpM800 photometer systemequipped with a l0 x /0.20 Ultrafluar objective and adjusted to give a field of measurementwith
a diameter of 40 pm. An SiC mount provided by Carl
Zeiss Ltd., Oberkochen,was used as a standard.The values (R"-R",, in percent) obtained in air and reported for
the four COM wavelengthsare 25.6-24.2 (470 nm),24.523.5(546 nm),23.7-22.8(589nm), and 22.6-22.1(650
nm). Criddle and Stanley (1993) gave similar values, the
greatest diference for the upper reflectance curve being
0.80/oabsolute (at 400 nm). Note that the values for R.
and R", apparently were interchanged in Criddle and
Stanley(1993), thus indicating an optically positive mineral. Our data are in agreementwith those of Cameron
(1963), who statesthat plumboferrite is uniaxial negative.
Plumboferrite is macroscopically very similar in appearance to the lead ferrite lindqvistite (Holtstam and
Norrestam, 1993), and X-ray diffraction data, chemical
analysis,or accuratereflectancemeasurementsare needed to distinguish between the two minerals.
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Fig. 1. Triangularplot of the system(Mg,Mn,Fer*)FerO.
showingthe compositionof spinels.Solid circles,squares,
and
the opencircle refer to pure plumboferritesamples,plumboferriteJindqvistitepairs,andpurelindqvistitesamples,
respeclively. Two of the datapoints aretakenfrom Holtstamand Norrestam (1993);the othersarefrom this work.
X-uy

cRysrALLocRApIfy
Single-crystal X-ray photography
PrecessionX-ray photographs of plumboferrite indicate a hexagonalunit cell, with the dimensions as given
below. The systematically extinct intensities are consistent with the space-groupsymmetriesP6r/mmc, P6r/mc,
and P62c. Overexposedphotographstaken at levels along
[0001] show weak extra reflectionsthat could be indexed
on a hexagonal unit cell three times larger. Also, some
very weak and diftrse reflections along c* indicate a tripling of the c dimension. The new, 9 x larger cell is obtained by the transformation matrix:

":liill

The hexagonal parameters for the supercell thus become
o' : y/-3a: 10.27A and c' :3c:70.7
A. The results
are consistentwith those of Kohn et al. (1968), and similar superlatticereflections were also observed by Bovin
(1981) in electron diffraction patterns of plumboferrite.
Powder diffraction
Accurate powder X-ray diffraction data for two of the
sampleswere obtained using an automated diffractometer. They were collected at room temperature n tltre 20
range 3-70o, with a stepwidth and counting time of 0.01'
and 2.5 s, respectively. Peak positions were adjusted
against an external Si standard (SRM 640). Data for no.
8l:J224, including intensities measuredas relative peak
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TABLE3. X-ray powder diffraction data for plumboferrite
te

,*
40
25
58
615
85
46
813
12
100
723
30
30
916
10
15
93
418
25
28
34
42
6
65

49
11
24
52
22
73
100
6
31

10

TO

49
59
10
45

(A)

1 1. 7 8

s.888
5.132
5.024
3.922
3.469
3.118
2.9662
2.9438
2.8745
2.8132
2.6473
2.5536
2.5077
2.4392
2.3545
2.2542
2.1495
2.0886
r oTRo

35
168
11

d*

22
24
13
26

1.9628
1.8440
1.8328
1.7361
1.7'122
1.6819
't.6442
1.6369
1.6206
1.4827
1.4075

d*. (A)
11.77
5.887
5.136
5.018
3.925
3.471
3 . 11 9
2.96s3
2.9437
2.8755
2.8142
2.6484
2.5541
2.5091
2.4407
2.3549
2.2547
2.1489
2.0891
1.9761
1.9625
1.8442
1.8328
1.7357
1.7120
1.6821
1.6814
1.6444
1.6439
1.6365
1.6206
1.4827
1.4072

hkt
002
004
100
101
006
105
106
110
008
112
107
114
108
202
203
0,0,10
205
206
118
1,0,11
0,0,12
1, 1 ,01
209
2,0,10
300
0,0,14
217
2,0,11
304
1,1,12
218
220
2.O,14

analfor the crystal-structure
conditions
TABLE
4. Experimental
ysis of Plumboferrite
Spacegroup
(singlecrystal)
dimensions
Unit-cell
Unit-cellY
Radiation
tr
Wavelength,
T
Crystalshape
Crystalsize
Diffractometer
of unitcell
Determination
No.of refl.
20 rcnge
Intensitydatacollection
Maximum(sind)/tr
Rangeof h, k, andI
InternalFl(afterabs.corr.)
No.of collectedrefl.
No.of uniouerefl.
No.of observedrefl.
Criterionfor significance
Absorotion
correction
coeff.
Linearabsorotion
tactorrange
Transmission
Structurerefinement
ot
Minimization
Anisotropic
thermalparam.
lsotropicthermalparam.
Numberof refinedparam.
Weighting
scheme
FinalR for obs.refl.
FinalFl. for obs.refl.
FinalFl*tor all refl.
Final(A,/a).*
FinalAp., andAp-*

ft"lmmc
A
c: 23.s76(21
a = s.9356(4),
A3
719.3(1)
MoKd(rotatinganode)
A
0.71073
293(1)K
tabular
24 x 60 x 80pm
SiemensP4|RA
13
13.7-27.7.
@-dscan
0.81A-'
- 1 - 9 , - 1 - 9 , a n d- 1 - 3 8
0.048
2878
678
394
l>5o'
integration
numerical
34.1cm-l
0.11-0.46
full-matrixleastsquares
>w(aFF
Fe atoms
Pb andO atoms
32
(d?+ 0.00031F|1-1
0.039
0.045
0.058
<0.001
-4.2 and3.0 e-lA,

AroteiPhilips PW1710 diffractometer,CuKq radiation.

heights above backglound, were indexed in accordance
with the possible space-groupsymmetries (Table 3). To
estimate the effect of preferred orientation of the crystallites, which enhances00/ reflections in the present case,
intensities calculated from structural data were also included. The figure of merit (Smith and Snyder, 1979) for
the presentdata set is Fro : 46(0.010,63).
The hexagonalunit-cell parameters,refined from all 30
method, ate a: 5.931(l),
reflectionsby the least-squares
c:23.551(\ A, and V:717.4(2) L'for Z:2. For
sampleno. 670322,a: 5.927(l) and c : 23.535(3)A'
This sample'ssmaller cell volume, 715.9(3)A', is consistent with its lower Mn/Mg ratio.
Crystal-structureanalysis
A plumboferrite platelet from specimen no. 8l:0224
was isolated for crystal-structureanalysis. X-ray diffraction data were collected with a single-crystaldifractometer at the Arrhenius Laboratory, Stockholm University,
and correctedfor background,Lorentz, polarization, and
absorption effects. Atomic X-ray scattering factors for
neutral atoms were taken from the compilation in International Tablesfor X-ray Crystallograp&y(Ibers and Hamilton, 1974). The refinementswere performed using the
SHELX-76 program package (Sheldrick, 1976). Further

experimental details are summarized in Table 4. Observed
and calculated structure factors are given in Table 5.'
The structural parameters for magnetoplumbite (Moore
et al., 1989) were used as a starting point in the refinements, which were carried out in the spacegroup P6thnmc.
From the chemical data it appearsthat plumboferrite has
aPb:Fe stoichiometricrelationof 2:ll insteadofthe 1:12
relation found in magnetoplumbite,and this fact suggests
that an extra Pb atom replacesan Fe atom in one ofthe
metal positions of the magnetoplumbite structure. Considering the similar X-ray scatteringpowers of the firstrow transition elements and the minor amount of light
elements present in the specimen, we refined it as if it
were a pure Pb-Fe oxysalt. Assuming 1000/ooccupation
at each metal position, but allowing the Pb:Fe ratios to
vary, did not provide any statistically relevant indication
of mixed metal contents in these positions. Allowing the
occupanciesof the O positions to vary during the final
steps of refinement indicated that the O atom al' the 6h
position, labeled 03 and located in the disordered layer
(cf. the following) al z : t/t,had an occupancyfactor of
only 73(4)0/0.The results thus suggestthat the composiI A copyof Table5 maybe orderedasDocumentAM-95-595
from the BusinessOffice,MineralogicalSocietyof America' 1015
DC 20036,U.S.A.
StreetNW, Suite601,Washington,
Eighteenth
Pleaseremit $5.00in advancefor the microfiche'
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tion of plumboferrite is PbrFe,,O,rr..,,.However, although the R* value decreasedsignificantly as a result of
the introduction of incomplete occupation, the relevance
of the occupancy-factor value is somewhat limited becausethe 03 atoms are positionally disordered, and the
formulation of adequatedisorder models is by no means
straightforward.
In the plumboferrite structure, there are two unique pb
sites,Pbl and Pb2, ideally located at a 2d (2h,t/t,t/e)
and,a
2b (0,0,V4)position, respectively.However, in a caselike
this when one determinesthe structure averagedover the
whole crystal, Pb atoms could deviate significantly from
their ideal positions. On average,Pbl and pb2 are describable, as a first approximation, by locating them in
6h (x,2x,Vr) positions, each with % occupancy. When
viewed along [0001], the Pb atoms are found in the corners ofequilateral triangles (Fig.2). For Pbl the triangle
sjde(Pbl-Pbl'distance)is 0.86 A, and for pb2 it is 0.74
A. It should be noted that by refining pbl as vibrating
anisotropically and located on the mirror plana at z : t/t
(and3/+),the disqlacementcomponent U' becomesvery
large,0.0304(9)Ar, compared with the other components
l(J,,: (J,,: 0.0075(4)A1. fnis indicatesrhar pbl might
become positionally disordered by deviating from the
mirror plane. Although less pronounced, the situation is
similar for Pb2. Refinement of isotropic pbl and pb2
atoms in point position l2k (x,2x,z) results only in a
slight increaseof R* (4.50/ocompared with 4.3o/o).The z
coordinatesbecome0.2557(l) and}.2526(2),and the isotropic displacement factors obtain reasonablevalues of
0.0080(4)and 0.0054(3;A, for Pbl and pb2, respecrively, whereas the rest of the structural parameters remain
largely unc-hanged.The deviation from z : t/c,by 0. 14
and 0.06 A, respectively, is signifrcant for both atoms
(>15o). In summary, the disorder of the pb atoms is
more pronounced in the xy plane than along [0001], and
Pbl is the more disordered of the two. No significant
indication suggesting further splitting of the pb atoms
from the l2k (x,2x,z) point positions was found in the
final Ap map.
The 03 atom at the point position 6h (x,2x,t/) has a
considerably higher displacemeritfactor, U,,. : 0.042(7)
.{2, than the other O atoms, suggestingpositional disorder
for this atom as well. Anisotropic refinement gave physically unreasonablevalues for the U, parameters.As seen
in Figure 2, the electron-densitydijtribution around 03
is very uneven. A proper fit fo a model of a vibrating 03
would obviously require a higher odd-order tensor for a
proper description, which explains the poor results for a
simple anisotropic (2nd-order) model. The quality of the
data is probably not good enough to permit the use of
more elaboratemodels for this Pb mineral. Thus, 03 was
kept isotropic (with variable occupation) in the refinements. There are also indications of disorder for the Fe3
atorn. The U' value of-0.0336(17)A, is much larger than
U,,: (Jiz: 0.0035(6),4f, st'ggesting
somedegreeof mobility of Fe3 along [00011. However, it is not easy to
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Fig. 2. Final electron-density
map,p(x,y,t/r),for plumboferrite. The contouisdrawncorrespond
to 2, 4, 6, 10,20, . . . , 80
e-lAr. The originof the unit cellis at theupperleft corner,with
x downwardandy horizontal.
formulate a simple disorder model for Fe3. One possibility is to locate a fraction of the Fe content exactly at
the mirror plane at z: t/qand position the other (mirrorrelated) fraction at z : t/t + f, where f = 0.07. Although
this model would probably allow split isotropic Fe3 positions to be refined, the Fe3-O distancesin the mirror
plane would become too short to be reasonable.
For the finally adopted structural model the refinements converged to a conventional R index of 3.9o/o
(weighted R* : 5.80/ofor all reflections). The positional
parametersand equivalent isotropic displacementfactors
for plumboferrite are given in Table 6, and bond lengths
are shown in Table 7.
DrscussloN
Crystal structure
The structure of plumboferrite (Fig. 3) is a derivative
of the magnetoplumbite or M structure type, which in
turn is a fundamental member of the prolific hexagonal
ferrite family (Kohn et al.,l97l; Collongueset al., 1990).
It consistsofa closest-packed(chhhcchhhc)ten-layer array of large atoms (O + Pb), with the smaller Fe atorrrs
distributed over different interstitial sites. The basic
building stones are the S and R. blocks, which essentially
have the structures of cubic spinel and hexagonal BaNiO,
(Takeda et al., 1976), respectively. The M structure can
be consideredas a stackingsequenceofsuch blocks along
the hexagonal c axis, equal to RSR'S' for one unit cell
(primed blocks are rotated r radians to comply with the
space-goup symmetry operations).
Pbl is formally l2-fold (8 + 4) coordinated ro O,
whereasPb2 is fivefold coordinated. There are five unique
Fe sitesin M, but the IslFe3+,ideally positioned at (0,0,y4),
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(A'?)
parameters
for plumboferrite
and isotropicdisplacement
atomcoordinates,
TABLE
6. Occupancies,

u*

Occup.
Pb1
Pb2
Fe1
Fe2
Fe3
Fe4

o1
02
o3
o4
o5

12k
12k
2a
4f
4f
12k
4e
4f
6fi
12k
12k

/6

Ye

0.71470(1
6)
68(13)
0.041
0
V3
1/z

1)
0.16905(1
0
V3

0.73(5)
1
1

0.1871(20)
0.1566(6)
0.s031(6)

-0.71470(1
6)
0.08336{25)
0
+5
2h

o(22)
0.3381
0

+5

0.3743(40)
0.3133(12)
-0.5031(6)

0)
0.25575(1
7)
0.2s265(1
0
0.02627(11)
0.18468(15)
-0.10614(6)
0.145s(5)
-0.0s35(5)
1/t

0.0515(3)
0.1482(3)

0.0080(4)
0.0054(3)
0.0042(7)
0.0037(5)
0.0135(7)
0.0041(3)
0.0047(20)
0.0037(19)
0.(X25(70)
1)
0.0049(1
1)
0.0049(1

refin€dFe atomswere
(U4)of the anisotropically
parameters
isotropicdisplacement
Note..W : Wyckoffnotationof pointposition.Theequivalent
of the lastdigitsaregivenwithinparentheses.
standarddeviations
estimatedas %.trace((4.Estimated

is substituted by Pb2* in plumboferrite. Despite the observed disorder and stoichiometric defectsobviously related to this replacement, the remaining four sites have
metal-O bond-distance averagessimilar to those of the
true M-tlpe compounds. Bond-valencesums for the different Fe positions were calculated using the empirical
parametersof Brown and Altermatt (1985). For the octahedral sitesthe obtained values (in valenceunits) range
between2.8 and 3.0, and for the tetrahedral site the value
is 2.7. Similar values are found for the corresponding
sites in the structuresof magnetoplumbite (Moore et al.,
1989) and synthetic BaFe,rO,n(Obradors et al., 1985).
The largest diferences are found, not unexpectedly, for
the face-sharingFe3 octahedrain the R blocks, which are
most affectedby disorder in the plane at z : Yq.
The disorder of the two Pb atoms is similar to what
has been observedin other Pb-bearinghexagonalferrites.
In synthetic magnetoplumbite, for example, the single,
symmetry-independentPb was found to be split over six

positions at (x,y,th), on the average'/uoccupied, and displaced 0.6 A from its ideal position ar 2d (2h,t/t,%).Tllre
phenomenon has been ascribed to the lone-pair efect
(Moore et al., 1989).Pb2+has a lone pair of electronsin
its outermost shell, which in some casesis stereoactive
and tends to push the central atom off center in its coordination polyhedron (Hyde and Andersson, 1989).
The partial occupancy for the 03 position is clearly
related to a real O deficit, as indicated by the refined
composition given above. O vacanciesprobably explain
the (seemingly)unreasonablyshort Pb-O3 contacts (l'50
and2.l7 A) for pUZ in plumboferrite and the unexpected
disorder of the Fe3 atom; both have 03 ligands, and the
X-ray data show only the averagepicture.

Superstructure and disorder
Becauseof the low quality and weak intensities of the
superreflectionsmentioned above, it was not possible to
collect and include them in the structural refinements.A
few, speculativeremarks can still be made about the causes of the observedpattern. A reasonableexplanation for
TABLE
7. The relevantmetal-Odistances(A) anOmultiplicities the
x/3a repeat (Fig. 4) would be a tendency for the Pb
polyhedraof plumboferrite
for the coordination
atoms to order over the split positions in a two-dimenDistance
sional superstructure.Becauseanion vacanciesin a crysCoordination
tal structure are also likely to distribute themselvesin an
2.585(16)
Rr*o
Pb1-O3 x 2
-O5x2
2.716(7)
ordered fashion, due to repulsive forces, they might ex-O5' x 2
2.946(7)
plain the superstructure indicated by the weak extra re-O3' x 2
2.985(16)
flections along c*.
-O5' x 1
3.141(7)
-o5,, x 1
3.342(71
The disorder model proposedhere for the atoms in the
-O3' x 2
3.429(16)
section of the R blocks of plumboferrite is very
central
R5
Pb2-O3 x 1
1.497(16)
-O3' x 2
similar to that in lindqvistite (ideally given as
2.171(16)
-Olx1
2.439(8)
PbrMe2*Fe'uOrr), which has the stacking sequence
-O1' x 1
2.s63(8)
RSSR'S'S'(Holtstam and Norrestam, 1993).Precession
Fe1-O4 x 6
2 017(6)
s6
photographsof lindqvistite show the samesuperstructure
Fe2-O2 x 1
1.880(8)
s4
-O4x3
1.912(7)
reflectionsin a*b*. Although partial population of the O
R6
Fe3-O5 x 3
1.e46(7)
sites was not demonstrated, the empirical formulae in-O3x3
2.152(16)
(Rsh
1.9s6(7)
Fe4-O5 x 2
dicate a slight deviation from stoichiometry in this com- O 1x l
1.971(8)
pound also (Holtstam and Norrestam, 1993)'
-O2x1
2.097(8)
Like lindqvistite, plumboferrite undergoes structural
-O4x2
2 116(6)
and becomesmagnetic upon heating in air. The
changes
Notei R and S denote coordination polyhedra within the two types of
structural blocks of the plumboferritestructure. RS denotes a polyhedron powder XRD pattern of the heated material closely re@mmon to adiacent R and S blocks. The subscripts are the coordination
sembles that of magnetoplumbite (the change correnumbersof the metal oositions.
spondsto a decreasein hexagonalcell volume by ca.2o/4.
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Fig. 3. Polyhedralrepresentationof the plumboferritestructure, viewedapproximatelyperpendicular
to [0001].The facesharingoctahedra
aroundz: Vraredrawnwith whiteedges.
The
structuralentitiesdefiningtheR andS blocksareindicated.The
Pbatoms,locatedin thecentralsectionofthe R block,areshown
as spheresin their idealpositions.O vacancies
arenot consideredin the drawing.

Fig. 4. Projectionalong[000I ] showingthe disordered
layer
at z = t/+in the plumboferritestructure.The split Pb positions
areshownas shadedcircles.The ideal03 positionsare shown
by larger,opencircles.Both the ordinaryunit cell and the supercellwith o' : A/3a(dashedline) areoutlined.
B-alumina is a two-dimensional ionic conductor. If similar motions are active in the lead ferrites under heat
treatment, a charge-compensatingmechanism is needed.
Two possibilitiesare oxidation of other cations(e.g.,Mn2+
+ Mn3+ ) and the creation of additional O vacancies.
Structural formula
A general structural formula for plumboferrite is
Pb(PbFe,,)",rO,r_oEr,
where ! denotesa vacancy.A single O vacancy in two out of three R blocks conesponds
to 18.33 O per half unit cell, which is in accord with the
present structural and chemical analysesof plumboferrite. Such a scheme is also consistent with a c unit-cell
dimension equal to three times that of the subcell. For
chargebalanceit requires0.33 formula units of a divalent
cation (Me2+) together with the Pbr+ and Fe3*, yielding
the expressionPbr(MeorrFe,our)O,r
rr, with Z: 2 for the
subcell.Different formulations are possiblewhen considering the content of the supercell,but we prefer to use an
expression that shows the relation to the M-type compounds more clearly and emphasizesthe defect nature of
the phase.For natural plumboferrite, Me : Mn2+ and Mg,
but these elements cannot be considered essential for the
mineral. A phasecorresponding to plumboferrite was synthesized in the pure Pb-Fe-O system (Mountvala and Ravitz, 1962;Mexmain and Hivert, 1978),and its stabilization
was probably achieved through the presence of small
amounts of Fe2+ or by the accommodation of a greater
number of O atoms in the structure. The close structural
relationship between magnetoplumbite and plumboferrite
suggeststhat the latter should be counted as a member of
the magnetoplumbite group, desprte the defects.

EMP analysesgle 22.7 wto/oPbO on average.The rate
of changeis very low; after l0 d only the outermost 50
pm of the crystalsare affected,so the presentexperiments
were conducted on powders. A reasonableexplanation
for this behavior is that a fraction of the pb ions are
transported out of the crystal during heating, but the exact nature of this process is unknown. It is not clear
whether it causescrystal breakdown (and recrystallization
to magnetoplumbite), or if the atom framework remains
Iargely intact. Plumboferrite has a higher thermal stability than lindqvistite; the transformation is observedonly
at T > 940 'C, whereas lindqvistite is affected at T <
840 1l. Mountvala and Ravitz (1962) noted a strong endothermic peak around 950 .C for pbFe"O" bur no correspondingexothermic peak during cooling.
The well-known solid electrolyte sodium B-alumina
(e.9.,Collongueset al., 1979),ideally NaAl,,O,, (but often with excessNa and O), is a close cousin of the hex- Paragenesis
agonal ferrites. In this compound electric conduction reThe oxide mineral assemblagewith plumboferrite as
sults from the motions of Na+ through the R blocks, i.e., an essentialcomponent can be infened to have formed
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whereas
during maximum P-Iconditions at Jal<obsberg,
the appearanceofnative copper and secondaryhematite
and the breakdown of hematophanite are probably the result$ of later hydrolhermal activity. The present mineral
association gives few clues to the conditions of formation
of plumboferrite. The presence of nearly pure andradite
(=98 molo/oCarFerSirO,r)indicates lo, levels at least above
the NNO buffer @eer et al., 1982). On the other hand,
there is no evidence of Mn3* in the oxides present.
Three hexagonal lead ferrites are known in nature:
magnetoplumbite, plumboferrite, and lindqvistite. The
general prerequisites for their formation include relativelv high /o, values and low activities ofSi and S. There is
indication that the crystallization of magnetoplumbite is
favored by the coupled incorporation of Mn2+ and Ti4*
(Holtstam, 1994). Becausethe number of O vacanciesis
likely to increase with decreasing .fo,, plumboferrite is
probably favored by more reducing conditions relative to
magnetoplumbite. The common coexistenceof plumboferrite and lindqvistite suggeststhat they have similar
stability limits. Obviously, plumboferrite requires more
Pb and lindqvistite more divalent cations. It should also
be noted that the pure plumboferrite samples contain
magnesioferrite, whereas the plumboferritelindqvistite
pairs coexist with more Mn-rich varieties of spinel (Fig.
1). In summary, the divalent cations play a crucial role
in stabilizing thesetwo phases,and the presentdata also
suggestthat variations in Mn/Mg are of importance.
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